Selection of indicators reporting response rate in pharmaceutical trials for systemic lupus erythematosus: preference and relative sensitivity
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ABSTRACT
Objective SLE is a common multisystem autoimmune disease with chronic inflammation. Many efficacy evaluation indicators of randomised clinical trials (RCTs) for SLE have been proposed but the comparability remains unknown. We aim to explore the preference and comparability of indicators reporting response rate and provide basis for primary outcome selection when evaluating the efficiency of SLE pharmaceutical treatment.

Methods We systematically searched three databases and three registries to identify pharmacological intervention-controlled SLE RCTs. Relative discriminations between indicators were assessed by the Bayesian hierarchical linear mixed model.

Results 33 RCTs met our inclusion criteria and we compared eight of the most commonly used indicators reporting response rate. SLE Disease Activity Index 4 (SLEDAI-4) and SLE Responder Index 4 were considered the best recommended indicators reporting response rate to discriminate the pharmacological efficacy. Indicator preference was altered by disease severity, classification of drugs and outcome of trials, but SLEDAI-4 had robust efficacy in discriminating ability for most interventions. Of note, BILAG Index-based Combined Lupus Assessment showed efficacy in trials covering all-severity patients, as well as non-biologics RCTs. The British Isles Lupus Assessment Group response and Physician’s Global Assessment response were more cautious in evaluating disease changes. Serious adverse event was often applied to evaluate the safety and tolerability of treatments rather than efficacy.

Conclusions The impressive efficacy discrimination ability of indicators highlights the importance of flexibility and comprehensiveness when choosing primary outcome(s). As for trials that are only evaluated by SLEDAI-4, attention should be paid to outcome interpretation to avoid the exaggeration of treatment efficacy. Further subgroup analyses are limited by the number of included RCTs.

PROSPERO registration number CRD42022334517.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
⇒ The comparability between indicators reporting response rate in randomised clinical trials of SLE remains unknown. We innovatively conduct a Bayesian hierarchical linear mixed model and provide advice for the primary endpoint selection.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
⇒ Indicator preference is altered by disease severity, classification of drugs and outcome of trials. SLE Disease Activity Index 4 and SLE Responder Index 4 are considered the best recommended indicators reporting response rate.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY
⇒ Our findings determine the preference and relative sensitivity of indicators reporting response rate under different circumstances, and highlight the importance of evaluating trial validity using a multidimensional criterion.

INTRODUCTION
SLE is an aberrant autoimmune disease with diverse clinical manifestations and antibodies that predominantly affects females.1,2 The substantial prevalence and chronic disease course of SLE, combined with the adverse effects brought by corticosteroid usage, result in the increased disease burden globally.3-5 The purpose of SLE management is to achieve the remission of systemic symptoms and organ manifestations, which is considered a desirable outcome for patients with SLE with at the very least the absence of significant symptoms and signs of SLE, but high therapeutic needs are still unmet.6 For regular treatment, hydroxychloroquine and glucocorticoids are recommended in all patients with lupus, and appropriate initiation of immunosuppressive agents can expedite the discontinuation of glucocorticoids. Additionally, calcineurin inhibitors, belimumab and rituximab should be considered to add in persistently active condition.7 Recently, many innovative and targeted therapies have been proposed, showing promise in
disease control even in patients with intractable complications. Nevertheless, the development and implementation of new SLE therapies have lagged behind that of other autoimmune rheumatic diseases. Due in large part to its heterogeneity with involvement in multiple principal domains, which are inconsistent at different times, the change or improvement in the course of SLE is difficult to measure. Indicators are important tools to monitor the performance of drugs and to identify emerging problems for improvement. To reflect intervention-derived benefits accurately, the ideal efficacy-evaluated indicators are the important basis of the field. In early 1996, the Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics proposed the need to build a comprehensive assessment that includes disease activity, chronic damage and quality of life for patients with SLE. A set of quality indicators for SLE were then published by the European League Against Rheumatism, which covered a number of aspects of patient assessment. The most frequent applied metrics in randomised clinical trials (RCTs) are the British Isles Lupus Assessment Group (BILAG) and the SLE Disease Activity Index (SLEDAI). Currently, composite indices are also used as primary endpoints in clinical trials.

Although many indices are widely used in clinical trials and research, criteria for evaluating efficacy in pharmaceutical clinical trials for SLE have not been unified and recognised yet. The preference (ranking of different indicators based on their weight) and relative sensitivity (ability to detect and reflect variations) of indicators between trials with different design, drug format and baseline characteristics may alter final results, mislead researchers and limit the comparability of trial results. The diversity in the usage of scales underscores the fact that no single indicator has been universally accepted so far. Furthermore, the sensitivity and specificity of these indicators remain uncertain. In addition, the failure of many drugs to meet their primary or secondary endpoints has led to the re-examination of the design of SLE trials. Accordingly, there is a need to compare indicators within the same population to determine their comparability and preference in different types of RCTs for SLE. Our results determine the relative sensitivity of the indicators reporting response rate under different circumstances and underline the importance of assessing the efficacy of interventions using a multidimensional criterion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

This systematic review and meta-analysis was prospectively registered on PROSPERO (ID: CRD4202234517), and reported as per the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines.

Search strategy

Two investigators (JT and DZ) searched published articles and clinical trial registry records, appraised studies on eligibility and extracted data independently. The search for RCTs included published articles from peer-reviewed English-language journals and registered trials in clinical trial registries, from inception to 4 May 2021. Three databases, that is, PubMed, EMBASE and Cochrane Library Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), were systematically searched, and search strategies were adjusted to meet the specifications of each database. The search was supplemented by manual review of the reference lists of included publications and relevant reviews. Records of registered RCTs were collected from three publicly available web-based clinical trial registries including the ClinicalTrials.gov of the US National Library of Medicine, the International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number Register and the Australian and New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry. The keyword search term “lupus” was entered combined with other specific filtering options in advanced search function for ‘Country’, ‘Study type’, ‘Current status’, etc in searching for eligible RCTs. Only studies that contained two or more specific outcome indices reporting response rate were included. Discrepancies were discussed and agreed by consensus. Detailed search strategies, study selection and screening and data extraction methods were provided in online supplemental appendices 1–4.

Indicators

We studied eight most commonly used SLE disease activity assessment tools reporting response rate, including three indicators based on the SLE Responder Index (SRI), namely SRI-4, SRI-5 and SRI-6; BILAG Index-based Combined Lupus Assessment (BICLA); serious adverse events (SAE); SLEDAI-4 (≥24-point improvement from baseline using SLEDAI); BILAG response (no worsening in BILAG index from baseline); and Physician’s Global Assessment (PGA) response (no worsening in PGA from baseline). Details of the above indicators were shown in online supplemental appendix 5. The outcome of interest was the percentage change between intervention and control groups.

Data analysis

To remove the influence of other factors, the gold standard model for sparse and heterogeneous data—a Bayesian hierarchical linear mixed model—was applied to estimate the difference between control group and intervention group to obtain relative sensitivity and preference of outcome indicators in SLE. In hierarchical model, we calculated the percentage change (control group possibility–intervention group possibility) for discrete groups. The statistical analysis was implemented by brms package in R (V.4.0.5) with 8000 iterations and four chains. This package used Hamiltonian Markov chain Monte Carlo method to estimate posterior distribution. The model had three predictor covariates with fixed effects: topical or systemic application, age and disease...
The intervention and type of intervention had hierarchical relationship in our model. Although there was variation in the variables, the difference between each index variable was stable in each chain.

\[
\text{model} < - \text{brm} (\text{mean} \mid \text{se(sd)} \sim 1 + (1 \mid \text{index}) + (1 \mid \text{Type_intervention/Interventions}) + (1 \mid \text{Severity}) + (1 \mid \text{Topical}) + (1 \mid \text{Age}), \text{data} = \text{database}, \\
\text{thin} = 10, \text{chains} = 4, \text{iter} = 8000, \text{cores} = 4, \text{control} = \text{list(adapt_delta = 0.99, max_treedepth = 20)}
\]

Subgroup analyses of topical or systemic application, age, disease severity and unsuccessful trials were conducted using the same Bayesian hierarchical linear mixed model to remove preference distortion of SLE outcome indicators brought by different participant situations, intervention application methods and intervention efficacy, which further demonstrated the sensitivity of different SLE outcome indicators. Detailed method and results were listed in online supplemental appendices 6 and 7.

Quality assessment
The risk of bias for individual studies was assessed according to the Cochrane Risk of Bias 2.0 tool for RCTs by two investigators (JT and SK) independently and disagreements were determined by discussion.

Patient and public involvement
No patients were involved in the design, conduct or reporting of this research owing to the nature of the study as a systematic review. Ethics approval was not required for this study.

RESULTS
Overview of indicators in pharmacological intervention-controlled RCTs for SLE
The characteristics of 33 enrolled studies were summarised in online supplemental appendices 8 and 9, and the most used indicator was SRI-4 (81.8%, 27). A total of 97.0% of the included studies were judged as having a low medium risk of bias (online supplemental appendix 10). Network plot of indicator comparisons was presented in figure 1, with nodes representing competing indicators and edges representing RCTs for pairs of indicators. These were divided into three subgroups based on disease severity, type of intervention and outcome of the trials. The majority of trials covered moderate-to-severe patients (84.8%, 28), and only five RCTs (15.2%) included all severity. According to pharmaceutical interventions, 21 RCTs (63.6%) were with antibodies, 10 (30.3%) with small molecules and 2 (6.1%) with non-biologics. Moreover, 17 RCTs (51.5%) concluded the pharmacological interventions were non-effective and 16 RCTs (48.5%) yielded effective results, with similar proportions. No obvious difference was found when assessing indicators among RCTs examined less effective medications, with different intervention types, with different characteristics of participants.

Relative sensitivity and preference of indicators reporting response rate in pharmacological intervention-controlled RCTs for SLE
The overall preference of indicators was evaluated by Bayesian model considering the influence of topical or systemic application, age and disease severity (online supplemental appendix 11). Since the estimation of each indicator was calculated by its control group possibility minus intervention group possibility, a larger difference between two indicators represented a relatively better discrimination ability of the first indicator. The results were all presented as the weighted mean differences with corresponding 95% uncertainty intervals. If the null value was not included in the 95% uncertainty intervals, a statistically significant difference was detected. Given that, SLEDAI-4 was the best indicator with significantly higher response rate in intervention groups than in control groups compared with BILAG response, PGA response and SAE, which meant for the same participants, SLEDAI-4 was more likely to uncover the effectiveness of pharmacological interventions than other indicators. SRI-4 was the second preferred indicator, with SRI-6, SRI-5 and BICLA in descending order, which significantly preceded SAE. On the contrary, SAE was shown to perform worst with statistical significance compared with BICLA, SLEDAI-4, SRI-4, SRI-5 and SRI-6, which meant it could barely reflect the

---

Figure 1  Network of eligible comparisons for efficacy evaluation indicators. The size of the nodes (purple circles) corresponds to the number of trials. Comparisons are linked with a line, the thickness of which corresponds to the number of trials that assessed the comparison. BICLA, BILAG Index-based Combined Lupus Assessment; BILAG, British Isles Lupus Assessment Group; PGA, Physician’s Global Assessment; SAE, serious adverse event; SLEDAI, SLE Disease Activity Index; SRI, SLE Responder Index.

---

discrepancies between pharmacological interventions and controls. Besides, BILAG response was supposed to be the second worst indicator and PGA response was the third, both had significantly lower response rates in intervention groups than in control groups compared with SLEDAI-4 (figures 2 and 3).

**Subgroup analyses of relative sensitivity and preference of indicators reporting response rate in pharmacological intervention-controlled RCTs for SLE**

The preference for indicators was also implicated when evaluating groups with different disease severity, intervention type or the outcome of trials. The sensitivity of SLEDAI-4 was attenuated in terms of evaluating and comparing the treatment efficacy for participants with moderate-to-severe SLE. SLEDAI-4 was comparable to SRI-4, SRI-5 and SRI-6, being significantly better than SAE, while SAE still showed limited discrimination ability and was significantly worse than other indicators except BILAG response and PGA response. The remaining indicators were not significantly different (online supplemental figure S5). Besides, in patients with all severity, SLEDAI-4 tended to be a more powerful indicator than other indicators even without statistical significance. It was noteworthy that BICLA could become a recommended indicator along with SRI-4, and SAE still lagged behind (online supplemental figure S6).

Moreover, SLEDAI-4 was also the most powerful indicator in the evaluation of antibody pharmacological interventions, being significantly superb than BILAG response and SAE. SRI-4 showed a non-dominant advantage compared with SRI-5 and SRI-6, which tied for same place. In addition, BICLA ranked next, with significant difference from SAE. Still, SAE remained the significantly least effective indicator when comparing it to other indicators except the BILAG response. What’s more, BILAG response was the second worst indicator and PGA response the third, which were significantly different from SLEDAI-4 and SAE, respectively (online supplemental figure S7). When assessing small molecules, though all indicators were comparable and no obvious difference was observed, it was supposed that SLEDAI-4 and SRI-4 were preferred (online supplemental figure S8). Within non-biologics interventions, there was also no clear superiority or inferiority among these indicators.
bICLA and SLEDAI-4 were more relatively sensitive (on-line supplemental figure S9).

When evaluating the efficacy of successful RCTs, SAE performed significantly worst compared with other indicators again, and BILAG response was significantly less preferred for measuring intervention efficacy compared with SAE and SLEDAI-4. In contrast, SLEDAI-4 achieved better significant discrimination ability than SAE and BILAG response, while SRI-4 was another indicator significantly suggested compared with SAE. Both SLEDAI-4 and SRI-4 were comparable in successful SLE trials. Besides, SRI-5 and SRI-6 presented equivalent efficacy revealing ability than SAE. Although with no statistical significance, BICLA and PGA response were also comparable (on-line supplemental figure S10). Seventeen unsuccessful RCTs were further analysed, and none of the indicators had robust efficacy discriminating ability for interventions that brought minor benefit. However, according to the rank of sensitivity, SLEDAI-4 was still the leading indicator that could reveal minimal benefits for pharmacological interventions. Besides, SRI-4, SRI-5, SRI-6, BICLA, BILAG response and PGA response had comparable tendencies to uncover the intervention effectiveness, although the differences were not significant (on-line supplemental figure S11).

**DISCUSSION**

Precision and accuracy in defining SLE disease activity has improved over the past 30 years and optimal indicators need to be cost-effective and robust when discriminating performance that correlate with the outcome of interest. For the first time, our study outlines the protocol for a Bayesian hierarchical linear mixed model designed to identify the most suitable indicators for SLE intervention assessment. SLEDAI-4 was the most valid indicator for nearly all types of pharmacological RCTs of SLE, and others were recommended together with it in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Recommendations for the selection of response rate indicators as primary outcome of RCTs for SLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
<td>Suggested indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>SLEDAI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLE baseline severity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate to severe</td>
<td>SLEDAI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRI-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRI-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All severity</td>
<td>SLEDAI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BICLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of intervention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibodies</td>
<td>SLEDAI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small molecules</td>
<td>SLEDAI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-biologics</td>
<td>BICLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLEDAI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome of trials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful</td>
<td>SLEDAI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SRI-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuccessful</td>
<td>SLEDAI-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BICLA, BILAG Index-based Combined Lupus Assessment; BILAG, British Isles Lupus Assessment Group; PGA, Physician’s Global Assessment; RCT, randomised clinical trial; SAE, serious adverse event; SLEDAI, SLE Disease Activity Index; SRI, SLE Responder Index.
different subgroups including different disease severity, intervention type or the outcome of trials, respectively. In contrast, SAE proved to be the least preferred indicator for efficacy discrimination under different circumstances.

Our recommendations for the selection of primary outcome indicator(s) in future SLE RCTs are provided in Table 1.

Notably, the primary outcome played a dominant role in the statistical determination of intervention efficacy in clinical trials. After SRI-related indexes were proposed, they became favoured by numerous RCTs as the preferred primary outcome. Interestingly, the efficacy-reflecting ability of SRI-4 was not superb, while SLEDAI-4 as a component of SRI criteria was found to be the most sensitive indicator in our article. Similarly, in the phase III belimumab trial, it was analysed that the main contributor of SRI-4 was the improvement in SLEDAI alone and it was sufficient to discern improvement in most cases. Approximately one-third of included trials had SLEDAI-4 as a secondary outcome but few took it as a primary outcome; we recommended new trials that focus on revealing drug efficacy could attempt to apply SLEDAI-4 as a primary outcome indicator to avoid false negative. Meanwhile, choosing SLEDAI-4 as the only outcome indicator might lead to overestimates of treatment benefits, thus a cautious interpretation was needed. Furthermore, reduction of background therapy (especially glucocorticoids) and rigorous requirements for the trial sites would contribute to maximising the possibility of developing successful therapies.

SRI-5 and SRI-6 were comparable most of the time, so one of them was advised to be selected as an outcome indicator to avoid redundancy in experimental design. PGA response and BILAG response were less preferred, representing that they were more cautious in evaluating disease changes. Owing to their low efficacy of assessment and the complexity of the criteria, both were not suggested as routine except as a supplement for SLEDAI-4 to obtain SRI-4. Though most trials demonstrated that the two composite response indices—SRI-4 and BICLA—were synergistic in terms of efficacy identification, a prior study noted that SRI-4 was more sensitive in patients with moderate-to-severe SLE. Similarly, based on our analysis, we recommended SRI-4 in patients with moderate-to-severe SLE instead of BICLA, while for patients with all severity, these two indicators were comparable.

Further detailed subgroup analysis was limited by the insufficient number of trials and the results need careful interpretation owing to the limitations of this study. As the most sensitive indicator was accompanied by increased false positives, a balanced indicator selection was always necessary. Immunological and clinical biomarkers also played an essential role in improving diagnosis, assessment and control of SLE; combining those indices could provide a more comprehensive assessment of the disease status in patients with SLE. Current indicators struggle to distinguish between responders and non-responders in SLE. Despite efforts in clinical trials like the Exploratory Phase II/III SLE Evaluation of Rituximab (EXPLORER), Belimumab International Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (BLISS)-52 and BLISS-76, results have been inconsistent. In response, there’s a shift towards alternative measures. ‘Treat to target’ endpoints focusing on low disease activity and remission were introduced. The Treatment Response Measure for SLE Taskforce is formed to create a multidomain clinical outcome measure for SLE trials. This can cover organ-specific manifestations like lupus nephritis, symptoms such as rashes and findings from laboratory tests. Additionally, the Lupus Foundation of America Rapid Evaluation of Activity in Lupus provides comprehensive lupus activity evaluations from both patient and clinician viewpoints. Moreover, SLE encompassed multidimensional issues such as physical, psychological and socio-economic burden. Treatments of SLE were directed at prolonging patients’ survival, preventing organ damage and flares and optimising health-related quality of life (HRQoL). Therefore, HRQoL should be highlighted, offering the patients’ perspective on the disease and the impact of treatment on daily life. HRQoL was measured by Lupus Patient-Reported Outcome, Lupus Quality of Life, EuroQol-5D, Short Form 36 Health Survey, etc. Additionally, the evaluation ability of indices reporting score change could be explored further.

In summary, given the problems encountered in previous unsuccessful clinical trials, it is imperative to evaluate and demonstrate the therapeutic advantages of pharmacological interventions. Our results present evidence for the determination of indicators reporting response rate as primary outcome(s) in SLE RCTs and will help to propose and adopt better trial designs. SLEDAI-4 with the relatively highest sensitivity is the most objective indicator for this complex condition, and SRI-4 should be considered either. Comprehensive assessments together with other types of indicators are also essential. As for trials that are only evaluated by SLEDAI-4, attention should be paid to the interpretation of outcomes to avoid the exaggeration of treatment efficacy.
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